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Topics

• Revised Actuaries’ Code
– Changes to the Code

– Speaking Up - new standalone principle, plus case studies

• Actuarial Monitoring Scheme

• APS L1/L2



Revised Actuaries’ Code

• Comes into effect 18 May 2019

• Original version since 2009

• Substantial changes in profession: 
sectors and locations

• Review and consultation 2017

• Draft online now



Key Changes

• Clearer structure

• Simplification of language

• Obligations clarified using
“must” and “should” 

• New stand-alone “Speaking Up” principle

• Supporting Guidance

Image Source: https://www.motivationalmemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/change.jpg



Clarification of application

• All Members in all locations

• Reflects international nature of membership

Image Source: https://theothetheo.xyz/dilema-go-international/international2017-01/ 



Clarification of scope
“…all Members’ conduct in relation to an actuarial role” 

• Reflects different categories of membership

• Different work and roles: traditional and what can be perceived as 
“actuarial”

“…Members’ other conduct if that conduct could reasonably be 
considered to reflect upon the profession”



The Principles
Integrity

Competence 
and Care

Communication

Speaking Up 

Compliance 

Impartiality



Speaking Up

• What is Speaking Up?

• Why is it important?

• Different to Whistleblowing?

• What does the Code require?

• Case studies

Image Source: https://secure.i.telegraph.co.uk/multimedia/archive/02737/mens-day_2737605b.jpg



What is Speaking Up, why is it important?

• To be interpreted broadly, includes
– challenging colleagues on behaviour

– Notifying users of issues with work

– formally reporting conduct to relevant authorities

• Addresses problems before harm caused or more 
damage done

• Protects users, profession and public interest



Whistleblowing 

• Reporting act of wrongdoing to relevant authorities

• Can involve legal protection

• Restricted to public interest issues, not personal 
grievance

• Speaking Up encompasses whistleblowing



Speaking Up – the principle

• Members should speak up if they believe, or have 

reasonable cause to believe, that a course of action is 

unethical or is unlawful.



Speaking Up – the amplifications

• Should challenge others’ non-compliance with relevant legal, 

regulatory and professional duties

• Must report Misconduct to IFoA

• Should comply with legal duties to report matters to authorities

• Should report unethical or unlawful conduct to authorities (material)

• Must make users aware of substantial issues with work



Reporting Misconduct to IFoA
• Disciplinary and Capacity for Membership Schemes 

defines Misconduct

• Members must report matters that appear to constitute 
Misconduct 

• As soon as reasonably possible



Reporting to authorities
• Abide by requirements to report to relevant authorities

• Report behaviour that you have reasonable cause to 
believe is unethical or unlawful and carries significant 
risk of materially affecting outcomes

• Guidance to the Code
– Determine if breach is material 

– how to document reaching conclusion



Making users aware of issues
• Reasonable steps to flag substantial issues with work 

you are responsible for or involved with

• Where issue might reasonably influence the decision-
making or judgement of users

• Substantial issues are issues that have the potential to 
impact user’s finances or reputation

• Always document how you reached your decision 



Case study



Case Study
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Actuaries’ Code

• Revised Code effective from 18 May 2019

• Code Guidance online now 

• Separate Speaking Up Guidance online now

• Professional Support Service regulation@actuaries.org.uk

mailto:regulation@actuaries.org.uk


Actuarial Monitoring Scheme
• Gap in information available to the IFoA to inform its regulatory role

• Aims
– Provide evidence of the quality of actuarial work

– Improve effectiveness of actuarial regulation (standards, 
guidance, educational material, educational requirements)

– Develop and adapt training and CPD events

– Promote best practice 



Monitoring consultation
• 2018: IFoA consulted on proposals for the introduction of an Actuarial 

Monitoring Scheme 

• Three categories of monitoring proposed: 
– Cat A: Direct monitoring of the work of PC holders

– Cat B: Programme of Thematic Reviews

– Cat C: General information gathering



Following consultation
• Regulation Board considered:

– Consultation responses

– Further engagement following consultation

– Reflection on Kingman review

• Conclusion: 
– Continued support for principle of monitoring

– Introduce Thematic Reviews (Cat B) and Data Gathering activities (Cat C)

– Explore alternative approaches to monitoring PC holders (Cat A)
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Next steps

Design 
programme of 

thematic reviews

Feb– Aug 2019

Implement 
Scheme

Sept 2019

First thematic 
review

Jan 2020

Continued engagement and consideration of Category A 
options 

(with regard to Regulatory environment)



APS L1 and L2
• APS L1

– Practising certificate for Life Reviewing Actuary

– Proposal to remove due to changes to PRA rules

• APS L2
– Full review

– Standard or guidance?



Expressions of individual views by members of the Institute and Faculty of 
Actuaries and its staff are encouraged.

The views expressed in this presentation are those of the presenters.

Questions Comments





What does the Code require?
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